
MEC 109.1 Engineering Drawing (0-0-5)

Theory Practical Total
Sessional - 100 100
Final - - -
Total - 100 100

Coursed Objectives:

1. To develop sketching, lettering and drafting skills.
2. To draw projections, drawings of various geometric figures.
3. To draw assembly of machine parts.
4. To develop ability of preparing working drawings.

Course Contents:

1. Instrumental Drawing, Practices and Techniques             (10 hrs)

Equipment and materials, Description of drawing instruments, auxiliary equipment and 
drawing materials, Techniques of instrument drawing, pencil sharpening, securing paper, 
proper use of T-squares, triangles, scales, dividers, compasses, erasing shields, French 
curves, inking pens.

Freehand Technical Lettering

Lettering strokes, letters proportions, use of pencils and pens, uniformity and appearance 
of  letters,  freehand techniques,  inclined  and  vertical  letters  and  numerals,  upper  and 
lower cases, standard English lettering forms.

Dimensioning

Fundamentals  and  Techniques:  size  and  enlarging  drawings;  General  dimensioning 
practices:  placement  of  dimensions aligned and unidirectional  recommended practice, 
some 50 items.

2. Applied Geometry              (20hrs)

Plane geometrical  construction:  Bisecting and trisecting lines and angles,  proportional 
division of lines, construction of angles, triangles, squares, polygons, constructions using 
tangents  and  circular  archs.  Methods  of  drawing  standard  curves  such  as  ellipses, 
parabolas, hyperbolas, involutes spirals,  cycloid and helices (cylindreical  and helical); 
Solid  geometrical  construction  :  Classification  and  pictorial  representation  of  solid 
regular objects such as: prisms, square, cubical, triangular and oblique, Cylinders : right 
and oblique, Cones : right and oblique, Pyramids : square, triangular, oblique, truncated;  
Doubly – curved and warped surfaces : Sphere, torus, oblate ellipsoid, conoid, serpentine,  
paraboloid, hyperboloid.



Basic Descriptive Geometry

Introduction : Application of descriptive geometry principles to the solution of problems 
involving positioning of objects in threee – dimensional space; The projection of points,  
and planes in space; Parallel lines; True length of lines : horizontal, inclined and oblique 
lines;  Perpendicular lines; Bearing of a line ; point view of end view of line; Shortest  
distance from a point to line; Principal lines of a plane; Edge view of a plane; True shape  
of an oblique plane;

Introduction:  of a line and plane; Angle between a line and a  plane; Angle between two 
non-intersecting  (skew)  lines;  Dihedral  angle  between  two  planes;  Shortest  distance 
between two skew lines.

3. Theory of Projection Drawing             (25 hrs)

Perspective  projection  drawing;  Orthographic  projection;  projection;  Axonometric 
projection; Oblique projection; First and third angle projection; System and projection.

Multi-view Drawings

Principal views: Methods for obtaining orthographic views: Projection of lines, angles 
and plane  surfaces,  analysis  in  three  views;  Projection  of  curved lines  and surfaces;  
Object orientation and selection of views for best representation ; Full and hidden lines. 
Orthographic drawings: Making an orthographic drawing, Visualization objects; frp, the 
given view; Interpretation of adjacent areas; True-length lines; Representation of holes; 
conventional practices.

Sectional Views

Full sectional view; Half section; Broken section; Revolved section ; Removed (detail) 
sections; Phantom of hidden section; Auxillary sectional views; Specifying cutting planes 
for sections; Conventions for hidden lines, holes ribs, spokes.

Auxiliary Views

Basic concept and use of auxillary views; Drawing methods and types of auxillary views; 
Projection of curved lines and boundaries; Line of intersection between two planes; True 
size of dihedral angles; True size and shape of plane surfaces.

4. Development and Intersections                                                                             (10 hrs)

Development: General concepts and practical considerations, Development of a right or 
oblique prism, cylinder, pyramid and cone; Development of truncated pyramid and cone; 
Triangulation  method  for  approximately  developed  surfaces;  Transition  pieces  for 
connecting different shapes; Development of a sphere; Intersections: Lines of intersection 
of geometric surfaces; Piercing point of  a line and a geometric solid; intersection lines of  
two planes; Intersection  of prisms and pyramids; Intersection of a sphere and an oblique  
plane; Intersection of a sphere and an oblique plane; Constructing a development using 
auxiliary views; Intersection of two cylinders; Intersection of a cylinder and an oblique  



plane; Intersection of a sphere and an oblique plane; Constructing a development using 
auxiliary views; Intersection of two cylinders; Intersection of a cylinder and cone..

5. Machine Drawing             (10 hrs)

Introduction  :  Production  of  complete  design  and  assembly  drawings;  Fundamental 
techniques : size and location dimensioning; placement of dimension lines and general 
procedures; standard dimensioning practice (IS system); Limit dimensioning : nominal 
and basic size, allowance, tolerance, limits of size, clearance fit, interference fit; basic 
hole system and shaft systems; threads and standard machine assembly elements : screw 
threads :  ISO standards, representation and dimensioning; Fasteners : type and drawing 
representation  keys,  collars,  joints,  springs  bearings;  Assembly  drawings  :  drawing 
layout, bill of materials, drawing numbers.

Laboratory Work:

Freehand technical lettering and use of drawing instruments; Dimensioning; Geometrical 
and  Projection  drawing:  Descriptive  geometry;  Projection  and  multiview  drawings; 
Sectional  views;  Auxiliary views;  Freehand sketching and visualization;  Development 
and intersections; machine and assembly drawings.

Reference Books:

1. Luzadder,  Fundamentals of  Engineering Drawing,  Prentice Hall  of  India Ltd.,  8th 

edition, 1981
2. Frence, C.J. Vierck and R.J. Foster,  Engineering Drawing and graphic Technology, 

McGraw-Hill, 1981.


